How lexical information should be represented in a computer program for processing natural language depends both on the goals that the program is intended to achieve and on the lexical information itself.
Although programs can be imagined that might use lexical information in different ways, the information base that is exploited must be invariant over alternative programs.
The present paper is concerned with the lexical information that must be represented, rather than with programming devices for representing it.
First, an analysis scheme will be illustrated through a study of a single English verb.
Then the scheme will be used as background for a discussion of some fundamental theoretical issues.
Hand:. An exercise in Lexical Analvsis
Consider the verb "hand" as it is used in:
(I) a. She handed her hat to him.
b. She handed him her hat.
A paraphrase of (I) that captures all of the components of meaning to be disuussed here is:
(2) She had her hat prior to some time t at which she used her hand to do something that caused her hat to travel to him, after which time he had her hat.
The difference between (la) and (Ib) is usually regarded as syntactic, (Ib) deriving from the structure underlying (la) as a consequence of a dative-movement transformation that inverts the order of the direct and indirect objects and deletes "to". Some people, however, detect a difference in meaning: "She handed her hat to him," they say, merely suggests that he took it, whereas "She handed him her hat" asserts that he took it --the sense expressed in (Green, 1974 ). In the case of "hand", either x or y, but not both, will have z at any moment t; since y has z after t, x cannot also have it.
On the other hand, if x "tells" y some information z, x does no~t stop having z after t.
What is common to both, however, is that y does not have z before t. Thus, the simplest state description is S = HAVE(y,z), in which case the antecedent state would be notS.
Since nots seems to be presupposed by HAND, (4) Discussion of HAVE will be omitted here; see Bendix (1966) 
Because the concepts associated with these operators --instrumentality, agency, causality, and motion --are required in the analysis of many English verbs, they will be discussed individually.
USE:
The first conjunct of (6) corresponds to "x uses hand to S~" or, more generally, USE(x,w,S,) is "x uses w to Sx," as in "Tom used a knife to open the box." A fuller paraphrase would be: "x intentionally does something S that causes w to do something S" that allows Sx." "Use" contrasts with instumental "with" in being intentional: "He broke the window with his elbow" is not synonymous with "He used his elbow to break the window." If we introduce an operator ACT to represent intentional acts, then USE can be defined: (9) with the following formulation shoud show:
Note that, although it is impossible for S" to occur unless S has occurred, the occurrence of S does not insure the subsequent occurrence of S'; that is to say, (S and notS') may well be possible.
BEFORE: Sentences of the form "S before S'" can be interpreted to mean that there is some moment t such that S has been realized at t and S"
has not yet been realized --that there is an interval between the first realization of S and the first realization of S'.
In terms of the temporal operator R:
According to Miller (1972) , verbs of motion constitute a semantic field of English having "change of location" or, more briefly, "travel", as the core concept. It is sufficient evidence that something has traveled if one notices that it has appeared where it wasn't before, or if one notices that it is no longer where it was before. These conditions are accommodated by:
or HAPPEN(notAT(z,y))]
for an appropriate choice of the location y as the origin or destination of motion.
The first disjunct represents "z travels to y" and the second "z travels from y.
Miller
and Johnson-Laird adopt the convention of using A(B(x)) for sentential adverbials and (A(B))(x) for predicate adverbials, so the notation: (13) (TO(TRAVEL))(z,y) : HAPPEN (AT(z,y) according to which x's action merely allows y to get z, rather than causes y to get z. 
